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In describing collective vibrational states effective spin 
independent central interactions are expanded over series in 
multlpoles Л . In deformed nuclei, collective vibrational states 
are specified by the raultipolarity \ and its projection уц 
( /» ж К. ). In doubly even nuclei there are collective quadru-
pole with Л » 2 and octupole with A. " 3 states. In deformed 
nuclei they are well described in the HPA (see Solovlev (1976)). 
The wave functions of one-phonon states are a superposition of 
two-qtiasineutron nn and two-quasiproton pp components. According 
to the experimental data measured by Walker et al. (1982) and 
Burke et al. (1978) there are collective hexadecapole states 
with К • Э+ in nuclei with А ж 170 and with К - 4 + in the 0s 
isotopes. Hexadecapole states in doubly even deformed nuclei have 
rather well been described by Nesterenko et al. (1986) within 
the quaslpartlcle-phonon nuclear model (Solovlev 1978, 1987, 1989 
and Soloviev and Shlrikova 1986). 

There are experimental indications of a strong mixing of 
two-quaslproton and two-quaslneutron components in the states with 
large К in doubly even deformed nuclei. They have been analysed 
by Sood and Shellne (1989). large matrix elements responsible for 
such a mixing have not yet been explained theoretically. It is in
teresting to eluoidate the role of high raultipolarity interacti
ons in deformed nuolei. The present letter is aimed at studying 
the mixing of two-quasineutron and two-quasiproton states, caused 
by the Interactions with multipolarities A » 4 . 
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SoloYlev and Shlrlkova (1969) hare obtained a good cnour.li 
description of nonrotatlonal states In 1 6 8 E r , 1 7 2 * D and 1 7 8 H f 
within the QPNM, They hove also suoceeded In describing the 
mixing of two-quasiproton and two-quaslneutron components In the 
states Kj, » 4j and 4g In Br (see also Karadjov et al. 1989). 
In the calculations of quadrupole with К « 2 +, octupolo and 
hexadeoapole states, the lsoscalar constants Ж , were chosen 
In the interval (0.015 - 0.025) fa 2 U e V 1 . The present calcula
tions are perfomed In the M?A with the parameters of the 
Woods-Saxon potential and pairing, аз in Soloviev and Shlrlkova 
Cl989) with X0

M" (0.020 _ 0.024) fin2 MeV""1; the radial depon
ed W » 0 / 

dence of multipole Interactions Is talcen in the form /y r 

where \/(r) is the central part of the Woods-Saxon potential. 
The results of calculations and experimental data (Gallagher and 
Nielsen, 1962; Ward and Chu, 1975; Khoo et al., 1972; Hammer 
et al. 1973," Kaffrell and Kurcewlca, 1975; Burke et al. 1985a,b; 
Greenwood et al. 1978) are listed In the table. Eaoh one-phonon 
state is provided with experimental and calculated energies and 
contributions (in per cent) of the largest two two-quasipartiole 
components to the normalisation of their wave functions. 

The mixing of the two-quasineutron nn 514H-624? and the 
two-quasiproton pp 404* +514 estates in ' Hf is described by 
taking the Interaction with multipolarity )\м = 98 into 
aooount. It is seen from the table that a good description of the 
experimental data on the energies and structure of the К v • 8, 

it ? l 
and 8" states has been obtained at зе » 0,024 fm MeV~ . 

5» j> i 
Hoto that at JC# - 0.020 tm£ MeV-* the mixing is somewhat 
lower, namely 80$ and 20». The corresponding neutron and proton 
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Tiblo. Mixing of two-quaslproton and two-quasineutron 
oonflcuratlons In deformed nuolel 

Nuclei 
к; охр. cnlo . 

1 configuration 
•A 

ex£. oolo. 

2 configuration 

охр. oalo. 
1 7 8 I l f 98 pp 404*+ 514Г nn 514*+ 624t 

8I 1.147 1.11 34+4 25 (66) 75 

°2 1.479 1.42 (66) 75 34+4 24 

176 , ] f 66 pp 404*+ 4 02t nn 514++ 512t 

«1 1.333 1.35 62 26 38 73 

«J 1.762 1.75 38 71 62 27 

98 pp 404*+ 514f nn 514*+ 624t 
cr 1.559 1.52 95 86 

(86+6) 
14 

4 1.84 14 86 

77 nn 514*+ 633t nn 5121+ 624* 

4 1.860 1.76 ~ 1 0 0 99.7 0.04 

?2 1.81 0.2 99.8 

1 7 4 Y b 55 pp 411*+ 514* nn 521*+ 624t 
5Г 1.885 1.9 46+2 78 21 

5 2 2.379 2.2 54+2 21 77 
U 8 E r 54 nn 633»+ 521* pp 411*+ 523+ 

4Г 1.094 1.0 70 81 25 18 

*J 1.905 1.6 30 10 60 60 
1 5 B 0 a 44 pp 413*+ 411t nn 52Э++ 5211 

*Г 1.ЭВ0 1.32 I s larfte 94 lo notiooable 4 

*s 1.920 1.9 4 ,75 95 

54 nn 521t+ 642t pp 532t+ 411t 

*r 1.636 1.66 72 98 6 

+2 1.86 7 87 
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matrix elements arc large. The important role of interactions 
with such a high multipolarity as Л » 9 with projection *л = 8 

98 2 2 -_-?> 4h 

with the constant ЗС„ close in value to Э£? , ж* and Je„ , 

with which Soloviev and Shlrikova (1989) obtained a good descrip
tion of quadrupole, octupole and hexadecapolo states of Hf, was 
unexpected. It is to be noted that in spite of the fact that the 
8Г and 8» states are not pure two-quasiparticle states, the iso
meric state with К = 1 6 + and energy 2.447 MeV in ' Hf is a pure 
four-quasiparticle states p 514t+ p404.4'+ n 514»-+ n 624t. This is 
due to the fact that the total strength of the configurations 
nn 514H- 6241" and pp 514T+ 404* is concentrated in the two levels 
8Г and 8Г . 

According to the experimental data (Khoo et al. 1972) two 
К '= 6 + configurations nn 5144.+ 512+ and pp 4О4Ф+ 4021 in 1 7 6 H f 
are mixed. The calculated energies of the 6^ and (>t states and 
the mixing are close to the experimental ones. However, the calcu
lated structure of the first state is olose to the 3econd experi
mentally observed one and vice versa. This discrepancy is due to 
the energies of single-particle states. It has been di-iregarded in 
the proton scheme thati aocordlng to the experimental data, in 

lu the p 402t state Ьаз a smaller energy than the p 514* state. 
Therefore, the energy of the two-quasiproton state pp 404++ 402t 
turned out to be larger than that of the two-quasineutron state 
nn 514*+ 512t . Maybe this is г1 >е to the fact that the calcula
tions were performed with the parameter of the hexadecapole defor
mation B^ • -0.03 and according to the experimental data 
(Hetties et al., 1988) Д • *0.16 . 
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According to the calculations, the К • B~. and 8Г states 
176 

In Hf hare the energies 1.52 and 1.84 UeV. In comparison with 
7 Hf, the configurations pp 404*+ 514+ and nn 514*+ 624+ are 
somewhat less mixed. The description of the struoture of the 
first 8^ state is in agreement with experimental data by which 
the contribution of the configuration pp 404++ 514+ equals 
(86+6)5». It would be interesting to deteot experimentally.the 
second 8Г state. According to the calculations, in Hf there 
are 77 and TZ states with the energies 1.76 and 1.81 MeV. 
Despite the proximity of the energies of these 3tates the two-
quasineutron configurations nn 514*+ 633t and nn 512++ 624t are 
not praotioally mixed. Both the corresponding neutron matrix 
elements are not large. 

The mixing of the two-quasiproton pp 411*+ 514+ and two-
quasineutron nn 521*+ 624+ configurations has been observed 
in the states 5Г and 5p with the energies 1.885 and 2.379 MeV 
in ' 4Yb by studying the J) decay of Ira. From our calcula
tions in the RPA with the interaotions )ч/*=55 it follows that 
the mixing is smaller than in experiment. If one takes 
Э20 • 0.026 fm MeV - 1 the mixing of these configurations increases 
up to 72% and 2Tr>, The mixing of the configurations 
nn 633++ 521* and pp 411*+ 523t in the states K ? = 4£ and 4j 
in Er has first been caloulated by Karadjov et al. (1989) and 
refined in our present calculations. 

According to the analysis, made by Greenwood et al. (1978) 
of the ( c/,p ) reaotions and у - transitions between the states 
K^T" 4+ with the energy 1.380 MeV, 4 + with 1.920 M eV and 4J" with 
1.636 MeV in ' Od, the above-mentioned states are not pure 
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two-quaslparticle states. The wave function of the 4, state has 
the dominating component pp 4134+ 411t and small admixture 
nn 521t+ 523*. It follows from the (djO reaction that the contri
bution of the configuration nn 521t+ 642t to the normalisation 
of the wave funotlon of the 4£ state equals 72'S and of the 
configuration nn 52VT+- 523* to the 4g state equals 75#. In this 
сазе, one can easily explain the £1 transition between the 
states 4t and 4Г as n 523+-«-n 642+. It follows from the El 
transition 4Г*4^ that the 4Г state has admixtures of the con
figuration pp 532t+ 411+. It Is seen from the table that accord
ing to the calculations in the states 4*, 4^ i 4^ and 4£ one can 
observe a small mixing of the two-quaslneutron and two-quasi-
proton configurations whioh is in agreement with the available 
experimental data. 

Bxsed on the calculations we may assert that a qualitatively 
correot description is obtained of the experimental data on the 
mixing of two-quaslneutron and two-quasiproton configurations 
with large К by taking aocount of high multipolarity Interac
tions. Hote that mixing like that depends strongly on the 
energies of single-particle states; in the calculations we hare 
used the single-particle energies and wave functions of the 
Woods-Saxon potential with the parameters fixed in the 1968-70-
ties. 

From the above-made studies we can assert that in the сазе 
where the energies of two-quaslneutron and two-quaslproton sta
tes with the same values of «'are olose and the relevant 
Matrix elements ore not small» high multipolarity interactions 
with fv = 5 ? 9 ploy an important role in the mixing of the3e 
states. In these cases, one should take high multipolarity 
interactions into aooount. 
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Maybe the necessity of including high multipolarity 
Interactions is related to the Inclusion (Cwick and Nazarewlcz, 
1909) of higher multipolar!ty deformations fir , J3t asu ^ r 

stabilizing energy minimum for the nuclei with ~Z. ~ 58 and 
A/~88 and improving the agreement between measured and calcula
ted ground state spins and electromagnetic momenta in 
neighbouring odd-Л Cs and 8a isotopes. 
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Соловьев В.Г., Сушков А.В. Е4-89-716 
О роли высоких мультипольных взаимодействий 
в деформированных ядрах 

Исследовано влияние мультипольных взаимодействий с \ • 
= 5,6,7 и 9 на смешивание двухквазинейтронных и двухквази-
протонных состояний с большими К в четно-четных деформиро
ванных ядрах. Показано, что в случаях близости энергий 
двухквазинейтронного и двухквазипротонного состояния с 
одинаковыми значениями К п, их смешивание, обусловленное 
высоким мультипольным взаимодействием, велико. Получено 
качественно правильное описание экспериментальных данных 
по смешиванию двухквазинейтронных и двухквазипротонных 
конфигураций в 1 7 8 ' 1 , 7 6 H f , i""»Yb, 1 6 8 E r и 1 5 8Gd. 

Работа выполнена в Лаборатории теоретической физики 
ОИЯИ. 
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Soloviev V.G., Sushkov A.V. E4-89-716 
On the Role of High Multipolars.ty 
Interactions in Deformed Nuclei 

The influence of interactions with the multipolarity 
A. = 5,6,7 and 9 is studied on the mixing of two-quasineut-
ron and two-quasiproton states with large К in doubly even 
deformed nuclei. The mixing of the two-quasineutron and 
two-quasiproton states with the same values of K n, caused 
by a high multipolarity interaction, is shown to be large 
in the case of proximity of their energies. Qualitatively 
correct description of experimental data on the mixing of 
two-quasineutron and two-quasiproton configurations in 
178,176 H f ) 17«» Y b ) 1 в 8 Е г a n d 1 5 8 G d i s obtained. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory 
of Theoretical Physics, JINR. 
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